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Suzanne Edgar’s books inlcude the painted Lady (Ginninderra Press, 2006), still Life 
(Picaro Press, 2012), and the Love procession (Ginninderra Press, 2012). The following 
interview took place in her home in Canberra on February 22, 2014. 
JOHN BESTON (JB): One of the most distinctive qualities in your poetry is the strong sense 
you convey of your presence within the poem and your awareness of the reader’s presence. You 
make the poem a joint experience. Do you consciously aim to establish a relationship with 
the reader?
sUZAnne edGAR (se): i write for my own pleasure and satisfaction, to put my 
thoughts in order about something that moves me deeply: a person, a work of art, 
an incident, natural objects like the rock barnacle in “possession” in The Love Proces-
sion. i also write to express love for someone dear to me like my husband in “dear 
Automatic Liar” or my sister in “still Life with portrait.” And i write to preserve or 
revive memories against loss through time. if i publish a poem, then my aim is to 
communicate, to convey and share an experience. that is why i value clarity and 
accessibility. otherwise, why publish? 
i avoid abstruse expressions, clusters of abstractions, Latinisms, academic jar-
gon, anything that might inhibit understanding. i’ve been a fiction writer, publish-
ing a book of short stories, Counting Backwards, in 1991, and i employ techniques 
proper to fiction, techniques like dialogue, key elements of scene setting, significant 
gestures, and so on to make my poem graphic and arresting so that it can be seen. 
it is important to enable the reader to see.
JB: Would you say that establishing a relationship with the reader is common in present-day 
poetry?
se: Much present-day poetry embraces deliberate obscurity and off-putting jargon. 
it is elitist and turns away readers since they feel unable to comprehend what the 
poem is about or just don’t want to try. (these poets seem chiefly concerned with 
signaling to other poets, cliques, and coteries.) Andrew Riemer writes very well on 
that point in his review of Lisa Gorton’s edition of the alleged Best Australian Poems 
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2013. it’s highly questionable that they really are the best of 2013. Riemer notes the 
tolerance of a perverse strain in contemporary poetry in which poems are isolated 
patterns of utterance, remote from poetic traditions, lacking a distinctive voice or a 
poetic sensibility. He sees them as exercises in abstraction, arbitrary random associa-
tions, cultivating obscurity for their own sake. they are impenetrable to outsiders. i 
heard Wendy Cope, one of the leading contemporary UK poets who write to be un-
derstood, sum up the situation in an interview on ABC radio on March 26, 2009, 
by quoting Albert Camus’s observation, “poetry that is clear has readers, poetry that 
is obscure has commentators.” My sentiments exactly.
JB: Who is your ideal reader? 
se: My ideal reader is the man in the street, the woman on the bus.
JB: What would you say is the role of creativity in your life? 
se: it is quite central. i watch very little television, not out of snobbery but because 
it is a passive activity. i stay active, either writing or learning more about my craft 
and its practitioners. i tell the taxman i spend about twenty hours a week writ-
ing. My evenings are for poetry studies—reading biographies of poets i admire and 
becoming better acquainted with their Collected Works at the same time. in this 
way, since moving from fiction to poetry around 1998, i’ve spent a lot of time in 
the company of Gwen Harwood and Les Murray, ted Hughes and philip Larkin, 
Robert Frost and others. Recently a superb book by Byron Rogers about the Anglo-
Welsh poet R. s. thomas held my attention. Currently it’s Jonathan Bate’s very 
fine biography of John Clare that has it. Bate has perhaps the most sympathetic, 
charitable, and judicious understanding of a poet’s life and work that i’ve ever come 
across, and he’s been justly praised for it. i’m on the lookout for a life of Louis 
Macneice, which will be next.
You know, i spent nearly thirty years on the staff of the Australian Dictionary 
of Biography (AdB) from 1969 to 1998, and wrote fifty-three articles for it on the 
job. it was creative work. Many of my poems are biographical portraits, like “soup 
Kitchen” and “the Collector” in The Painted Lady. other poems are concerned 
with reviving memories of people, raising them from the dead, pretty much as in 
biographies. people interest me: i like to revive them by writing about them—my 
aunt, for instance, in “the Loneliness of salt” and my sister in “At Forty-eight,” my 
grandmother in “Blackberry days.” the ADB stressed brevity in its articles, and that 
was valuable training. Geoff serle, one of the general editors, was sympathetic to 
writers; he taught us a lot about stylish writing. 
during those years i also taught literature courses part-time at the Australian 
national University (AnU). in 1980–1981 i helped edit a Canberra arts magazine, 
Muse. that experience started me writing fiction because i thought i could do as 
well as many of the contributors.
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JB: What touched off your impulse to write poetry, then?
se: Well, my interest in photography was a prime factor, and that was linked to my 
wish to preserve. i have a lot of photographs of people in The ADB’s Story.
And publishing fiction involves such laborious rewriting. so do poems, but 
poems have the attraction of being shorter. 
i write just because i like to. i’ve always done so, since childhood. perhaps it 
gives me an identity: it reflects my interests and obsessions and makes positive use 
of them.
JB: Concerning your poems about experiences of your own or of family members: are there cer-
tain kinds of autobiographical or biographical experiences that seem to you to work especially 
well in one genre or the other, poetry or short stories?
se: i wouldn’t say that autobiographical experience works better in one or the other 
genre. i’ve covered much the same ground in both forms. Key memories, especially 
troubling memories, tend to keep recurring, demanding new treatment, touched 
off perhaps by new insights, changed perspectives, or new knowledge. i recently 
finished yet another account of my mother’s death, even though i had covered 
that pretty fully in stories in Counting Backwards and in poems like “in July” in The 
Painted Lady.
JB: You’ve always alternated between traditional poetic forms and free verse. Your third book 
(there was a chapbook, still Life, in 2012) has more traditional forms than your first. Why 
do you think that is?
se: My last book, The Love Procession, probably has more traditional forms than 
my first because i’m better at them now. But they demand higher energy than free 
verse. they’re also more difficult to pull off with a style that sounds natural, which 
i prefer. With these poems i first establish a formal grid, a basic structure. then i 
cloak that with ordinary common speech and enjambment, assonance and allitera-
tion, and so on to conceal whatever rigidity might attend the patterning of meter 
and rhyme.
Have a look at a poem by Gwen Harwood. on first reading, as you are carried 
along by the meaning and associated feeling you may miss its traditional form, but 
when you look again you find the whole poem artfully rhymed. it’s the art that 
conceals art. 
JB: Are there, do you think, notable changes in your poetic work in your attitude to certain 
aspects of life? 
se: perhaps i’m writing more dark poems these days as i become aware of my own 
demise, as in “travelling Companions.” i see that darkness in the later poems of 
the wonderful polish poet Wislawa szymborska. in this phase i find the sonnets of 
Borges very moving. But by tuesday fortnight that trend may have changed for me.
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JB: Tell us a bit about your initial poetic efforts.
se: i began writing poetry rather late, partly because i was unwell during much of 
my working life. only when i left work in my fifties did i have the energy required 
for poetry. poetry is a high-energy sport! even reading poetry is a high-energy activity.
i had studied literature, published critical articles and, later, taught literature 
courses. But the university study of great writers tends to be intimidating for begin-
ning writers, who think, How would i dare to follow in the Great ones’ footsteps? 
so one is inhibited. 
When i was young i had a living to earn. We had two children to raise and, 
crucially, there were other members of my family who were in dire need of my help 
and care. My early published writing was in part a money-spinner: while on Grub 
street i published reviews, literary criticism, and journalism. At Australian Book 
Review, i was encouraged first by Max Harris, later by John Hanrahan. At Quadrant 
i was encouraged by Vivian smith, then by Les Murray and George thomas; at 
The Australian by Bob Brissenden; at The Canberra Times by various literary editors, 
notably Bob Hefner. 
JB: Where do your nature poems, on birds and animals, fit in your work as you see it? 
se: Close observation of birds has been a lifelong pastime. Using binoculars to 
enable a silent voyeurism fits in with my habit of close observation of people. My 
poem “the scholar and the Wren” compares a scholar gathering facts for a thesis 
to a wren building a nest to raise a brood. there is a poem called “Voyeur” in The 
Painted Lady. All good writers, remember, are voyeurs and eavesdroppers. 
JB: And some are painters or composers manqués.
se: Well, i am something of a painter manqué myself. When we were talking earlier, 
you mentioned my fondness for creating tableaux in my poems, like ”Red Madon-
na” and “shoeshine scene, san Francisco.” My cousin is an artist, my uncle was 
a water-colorist, one of my daughters is an artist and the other is a curator at the 
Art Museum of the University of Queensland. one of my favorite painters, by the 
way, is Vincent van Gogh. i have a poem about him, “Vincent,” in The Love Proces-
sion. i’ve seen the brilliant 1987 documentary about him, Vincent, by paul Cox that 
shows his works alongside the locations that gave rise to them, so that we see both 
the inspiration and the product.
JB: On the difficult question of influences: What do you yourself understand when you speak 
of the influence of A on B? Are influences more than a powerful general encouragement, an 
aspiration to achieving something similar? 
se: it’s a difficult concept. i want to avoid the idea that some earlier Great poet is 
sitting on my shoulder instructing me, but i have learned a great deal from skilled 
practitioners: different skills from different poets at different times. 
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From Gwen Harwood, Robert Frost, and philip Larkin i learned how to use 
common speech while treating uncommon subjects. Judith Wright sowed the seed 
of my ambition to write love poetry from a woman’s point of view, as in my poem 
“Valentine.” ted Hughes taught me to stare and stare at a thing until one possesses 
its spirit and can render it in verse. John Clare’s nature poems are exemplary in 
joining faithful seeing with powerful feeling. i admire the way the British poets ste-
vie smith and Wendy Cope cover serious concerns in a light-hearted manner, and i 
aspire to their wit. i am very interested presently in Louis Macneice’s use of delayed 
rhyme, which produces an echo effect. Borges showed me how to be unafraid of 
reporting the deeply melancholy. so did the Australian poet philip Hodgins, whom 
i greatly admire. He died tragically young at the age of thirty-six.
the contemporary Canberra poet who has most influenced me is Michael 
thorley, whose Sleeping Alone (2008) is really excellent. it was Michael who would 
inquire quietly and casually if i’d ever thought of writing a sonnet. At first i was too 
timid to try, but his gentle encouragement worked, and now i love writing sonnets 
and other traditional forms like the villanelle. i published a sonnet about the son-
net form, “inside the square.” other Canberra poets i see regularly are my good 
friends Martin dolan and Melinda smith. i’ve also recently formed another impor-
tant friendship with the Canberra poet Moya pacey: we swap ideas and occasionally 
comment on each other’s work. present-day Australian poetry is too often bedeviled 
by the sort of opaque, inaccessible clever stuff mentioned earlier.
JB: What enduring influence do you think Judith Wright has had on Australian poetry? 
se: Judith Wright has had an enduring influence for good on Australian poetry. i 
was sorry that she gave up poetry for polemics as she aged. she is clearly one of the 
greatest, if not the greatest of Australian poets, both in substance and technique. 
Very few come near her. she will influence anyone who cares to read her.
JB: Could you talk about the function of the Workshop Discussions you’ve mentioned with 
your friends? They sound like a great idea.
se: Yes, they’re immeasurably important. our group of four meets monthly for 
discussion and commentary on new work at “the Mull and Fiddle.” it’s really a 
variable location, not one place; we gave it that name from our practice of mulling 
over something and fiddling with it. We are a loyal group, fond of one another, and 
sharing our skills and a similar dislike of obscurity in poetry. We have all, often, 
stated publicly that we would not be where we are as poets without the learning and 
support we’ve had from one another. it’s a group of peerless peers.
All writers need a first reader or two that they can trust for honest, knowledge-
able comment. Robert Frost did that for edward thomas and Monica Jones did it 
for philip Larkin.
earlier, in my fiction-writing days, i had the same sort of support from a Can-
berra group called seven Writers. We became quite well known nationally and 
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published our own short story collection in 1988, Canberra Tales. i am very fortu-
nate in that Canberra has a congenial, convivial, and companionable poetry com-
munity. there are monthly readings in a café on the AnU campus by fine local 
and interstate poets, sometimes international poets. the atmosphere is friendly 
and stimulating, largely due to the huge effort put into organizing these session by 
fellow poet Geoff page. 
JB: Do you have a specific project in mind to be achieved in the near future? 
se: i’m about to begin researching the letters, poetry, and novels of the nineteenth-
century writer James Brunton stephens, who migrated to Australia as a mature man 
from scotland. the street i live in, stephens place, was named for him. All streets 
in our suburb, Garran, are named for Australian writers. several current residents 
in the suburb are authors. 
i’m building another collection, too, and have written about forty respectable 
poems since The Love Procession. i’d also like to do a chapbook of my love poems, 
which have always been well received.
JB: Thanks for your interesting remarks, Sue. You’ve made all of us much more aware of 
what’s going on in the poetry scene in Australia.
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